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From the creator of the Cotuit Center for the Arts’ performance “Rodgers, Hart, and Hammerstein” comes “Mary and Ethel: A Tribute to Mary
Martin and Ethel Merman.” ...

Stephanie Miele Headlines Mary Martin And Ethel Merman Tribute
He produced the Broadway musical “Victor/Victoria ... The special effects weren’t nearly as magical as Mary Martin flying in “Peter Pan” back in
1960. The saga of “Spider-Man ...

Inside Broadway’s biggest disaster: ‘Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark’ turns 10
Act I reveals the origins of one of Broadway’s legendary choreographers who appeared onstage with stars like Barbra Streisand and Mary Martin all ... the
present day. A legend of the American ...

Broadway Autobiographies
Miranda’s Tony and Pulitzer Prize-winning musical “Hamilton” is a strong contender for multiple Emmy nominations including for Best Variety
Special (Taped) and for performers Miranda, Leslie Odom Jr., ...

Classic Broadway musicals on the small screen: From ‘Peter Pan’ to ‘Hamilton’
According to the Wall Street Journal, the Broadway legend listed his Tribeca home of over two decades for $4.65 million. Located in an historic condo
building, the loft-style residence was ...

Nathan Lane Lists New York City Apartment for $4.65 Million
Missoula County signed off on an agreement this week with the city and Montana Department of Transportation regarding the design, construction and
maintenance of a new intersection planned on West ...

Agreement signed for signalized intersection at Mary Jane and West Broadway
A-list singer-actress Joanna Ampil has landed the plum role of Bloody Mary in a new and reimagined production of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s musical
“South Pacific,” set to open Chichester Festival ...

Joanna Ampil is Bloody Mary in reimagined ‘South Pacific’ in UK
Image: Broadway legend Sutton Foster will tread the boards ... It features musical theatre stars Zizi Strallen and Charlie Stemp as Mary and Bert, and
numbers such as Step In Time and ...

COVID-19: What shows are reopening and when, as actors get ready to grace the stage again
The one and only Randy Rainbow hits the road with his new Pink Glasses Tour, making his Sarasota debut at the Van Wezel on Thursday, August 26,
2021 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets go on sale Friday, June 25 at ...

Randy Rainbow to Bring THE PINK GLASSES TOUR to the Van Wezel for His Sarasota Premiere
Netflix shared a trailer and release date for "Monster Hunter: Legends of the Guild," a CG animated special based on the Capcom video game.
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'Monster Hunter: Legends of the Guild' coming to Netflix in August
Colourful musical comedy Schmigadoon! stars Cecily Strong, Keegan-Michael Key, Jane Krakowski and Alan Cumming.

'Schmigadoon!' on Apple TV Plus — release date, cast, interview, plot, trailer, episode guide and all you need to know
Open daily from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., this farm which features 29,000 square feet of greenhouses has become a staple in Maryland agriculture! They serve fresh
chicken and local poultry in their market and ...

The 'Hidden Gems' of Maryland
The Tor – a terraced hill topped with a 14th-century tower in the middle of Somerset’s Summerland Meadows – has long been associated with
Arthurian legend; it has even been touted as a ...

Five mystical destinations to rediscover Britain's pagan past
He was active in the Civil Rights movement, marching with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. from Selma to Montgomery in 1965. Gil Scott-Heron
Amphitheater (formerly St. Mary's Amphitheater) Gil Scott ...

16 NYC Parks Renamed After Historical Black Leaders
Turner explains how this memory shaped her and helped the music legend overcome hardship throughout ... “Tina” comes from directors Dan Lindsay,
T.J. Martin, who are the directors of the ...

tina turner
Guitarist Billy Martin of Good Charlotte is 39 ... Bassist Ian Keaggy of Hot Chelle Rae is 33. Broadway actress Ali Stroker is 33. June 17: Actor Peter Lupus
(TV’s “Mission: Impossible ...

Celebrity birthdays for the week of June 14-20
Actress Alice Braga (“I Am Legend ... comedian Martin Lawrence is 55. Actor Jon Cryer is 55. Actor Peter Billingsley (“A Christmas Story”) is 49.
Actor Lukas Haas is 44. Broadway actress ...

Celebrity birthdays for the week of April 12-18
11, the singer-songwriter trio of Mary Chapin Carpenter, Marc Cohn and Shawn Colvin on Dec. 4, and finishing with Broadway great ... The lineup so far
includes: Legends — Lindsey Buckingham ...

Fox Theatre is back with 50 shows for Tucson audiences
HBO has signed “Game of Thrones” author George R.R. Martin to a massive overall deal ... “Knives Out,” Mary Vernieu, Angela Peri (Location
Casting), Bret Howe (Associate) Big Budget ...

game of thrones
Mentor: presents a comedy night featuring Mary Santora of "The Alan ... "Meteor Shower," by Steve Martin, April 1 through May 1; "The Legend of
Georgia McBride, by Matthew Lopez, May 27 through ...

The first book-length biography of a theater icon South Pacific. The Sound of Music. Peter Pan. As the star of these classic Broadway musicals, Mary
Martin captivated theater audiences with her impish persona and magnificent voice. Now Ronald L. Davis fills a major gap in theater history, moving
beyond Martin’s own 1976 memoir to provide a complete picture of her life and career. Lively and engaging, Davis’s biography is the first book-length
portrait of the theater icon, spanning her lifetime to reveal facts about her childhood, marriages, and friendships—as well as artistic collaborations that
included the likes of Rodgers and Hammerstein, Cole Porter, and Elia Kazan. Born in Weatherford, Texas, and mother to the future actor Larry Hagman,
Martin went to California after the failure of her first marriage. There, she auditioned for every studio without success. “Audition Mary” finally had her
big break when she won a talent contest, leading to her breakthrough 1938 performance in Leave It to Me—in which she wowed audiences singing “My
Heart Belongs to Daddy.” Davis traces Martin’s numerous appearances on Broadway, in touring productions, and on television, showing how—through
hard work and persistent optimism—she built a career that lasted nearly fifty years and earned her the adoration and respect of fans and colleagues alike.
Because Martin’s life was entwined with many luminaries of the stage, this biography offers rich insights into theater history, including accounts of how
various productions were developed. No other book tells her story in such detail—it is must reading for fans and an essential resource for theater aficionados
everywhere.
A fascinating new biography of Mary Martin, the girl whose heart belonged to daddy, Rodgers and Hammerstein, Janet Gaynor and Peter Pan.
Originally published: New York: Dutton, 1989.
The former star of I Dream of Genie and Dallas tells all in this behind-the-scenes look at a major television star, from his childhood as the son of legendary
stage and screen star Mary Martin to his troubles with drugs and alcohol.
Considered a masterpiece since its first appearance on stage in 1904, Peter Pan is JM Barrie’s most famous work and arguably the greatest of all
children’s stories. Humorous, satiric, filled with suspenseful cliff-hangers and bittersweet truths, Peter Pan works an indisputable magic on readers of all
ages, making it a true classic of imaginative literature. Ever since Peter Pan flew in through Wendy Darling's nursery window and took her off to Never
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Land, Barrie's classic adventure story has thrilled and delighted generations of theatre-goers.

Tony and Olivier Award–winning Bob Avian’s dazzling life story, Dancing Man: A Broadway Choreographer’s Journey, is a memoir in three acts. Act
I reveals the origins of one of Broadway’s legendary choreographers who appeared onstage with stars like Barbra Streisand and Mary Martin all before he
was thirty. Act II includes teaching Katharine Hepburn how to sing and dance in Coco and working with Stephen Sondheim and Michael Bennett while
helping to choreograph the original productions of Company and Follies. During this time, Avian won a Tony Award as the cochoreographer of A Chorus
Line and produced the spectacular Tony Award–winning Dreamgirls. For a triumphant third act, Avian choreographed Julie Andrews’s return to the
New York stage, devised all of the musical staging for Miss Saigon and Sunset Boulevard, and directed A Chorus Line on Broadway. He worked with the
biggest names on Broadway, including Andrew Lloyd Webber, Carol Burnett, Jennifer Holliday, Patti LuPone, Elaine Stritch, and Glenn Close. Candid,
witty, sometimes shocking, and always entertaining, here at last is the ultimate up-close and personal insider’s view from a front row seat at the creation of
the biggest, brightest, and best Broadway musicals of the past fifty years.
Almost two decades after his death, John Wayne is still America’s favorite movie star. More than an actor, Wayne is a cultural icon whose stature seems to
grow with the passage of time. In this illuminating biography, Ronald L. Davis focuses on Wayne’s human side, portraying a complex personality defined
by frailty and insecurity as well as by courage and strength. Davis traces Wayne’s story from its beginnings in Winterset, Iowa, to his death in 1979. This is
not a story of instant fame: only after a decade in budget westerns did Wayne receive serious consideration, for his performance in John Ford’s 1939 film
Stagecoach. From that point on, his skills and popularity grew as he appeared in such classics as Fort Apache, Red River, She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, The
Quiet Man, The Searches, The Man who Shot Liberty Valance, and True Grit. A man’s ideal more than a woman’s, Wayne earned his popularity
without becoming either a great actor or a sex symbol. In all his films, whatever the character, John Wayne portrayed John Wayne, a persona he created for
himself: the tough, gritty loner whose mission was to uphold the frontier’s--and the nation’s--traditional values. To depict the different facets of
Wayne’s life and career, Davis draws on a range of primary and secondary sources, most notably exclusive interviews with the people who knew Wayne
well, including the actor’s costar Maureen O’Hara and his widow, Pilar Wayne. The result is a well-balanced, highly engaging portrait of a man whose
private identity was eventually overshadowed by his screen persona--until he came to represent America itself.
Actress and model Cynthia O'Neal was living her dream life—married to the famous stage and screen actor Patrick O’Neal, the mother of two young
sons, resident of the Dakota downstairs from John Lennon, owner of the successful Ginger Man restaurant, and frequent guest at dinner parties with
Leonard Bernstein and Rudolf Nureyev. And then she changed course suddenly, surprisingly, and completely. The AIDS epidemic hit the arts community
hard, and after seeing the multitude of people facing an unfamiliar and stigmatized disease completely alone, Cynthia walked into the fray. With the support
of longtime friend Mike Nichols, she founded Friends in Deed and soon found herself spending her days in hospitals, cramped rooms, and dirty apartments,
anywhere a patient needed a hug, a hand held, or confidence boosted. And when Patrick became ill and passed away in 1994, Cynthia had to work through
her own grief instead of someone else’s and found her life transformed again. Talk Softly is the story of a life well-lived—with passion and compassion, in
celebration of the joy of each moment, and with the ability to surprise yourself when you least expect to.
"Eager beaver producer Martin Klemmer, a wheeler dealer if ever there was one, has uncovered a terrific commercial script--'Star Wars: The Play'. Since
he has produced only one Off Broadway project, something called 'Craps!', Martin's calls are not being returned by the powerful Broadway magnates
capable of getting this play to the Great White Way. Martin needs names, names like film legends Sylvia Glenn and Leatrice Monsée, for the leads. If
Martin can sign them he can get the money. Unfortunately, they hate each other. Will Martin be able to resolve this titanic dilemma? Will 'Star Wars: The
Play' hit the big time? And, if Sylvia and Leatrice do agree to appear together, will Paul Newman sign on, too?"--Amazon.com.
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